COMPAC CWID

Compac CWID blocks and tags are great authorisation tools
for your Pump or Unattended Refuelling Unit.

Compac CWID Blocks

Compac CWID Tags

CWID blocks are installed on each individual vehicle.

CWID tags are presented to the CWID reader on the
pump or unattended refuelling unit (eg DCA). The
user can then refuel the vehicle as required. This
activation is known as a single authorisation,
after which the CWID tag is not required to
be in range of the reader while refuelling is
taking place.

The system is designed to operate with a 4cm range and
provides continous authorisation while refuelling.

Additional Options
In conjunction with the CWID block or tag options,
additional prompts can be entered on the keypad (if
fitted) before refuelling. These added security measures
include: Hours, PIN, User ID, Odometer readings.
Pictured: CWID block & example installation

CWID Block Installation Instructions
In order to achieve a good signal the CWID block needs to be mounted as close as possible to where the nozzle CWID
collar will sit. The above picture (showing an older style “white” block) is a good example of how to mount a CWID block
to a vehicle.
The CWID blocks come with a mounting hole. It is possible to use a screw or a pot rivet to affix the blocks to the vehicle
using this mounting hole.
PLEASE NOTE: You must take EXTREME care not to damage any fuel tanks or fuel lines when mounting CWID blocks. It is
also important to note that the installation of a CWID block will change for every vehicle. Both CWID blocks and tags are
safe for use in hazardous environments. If you require any further assistance please contact your local Compac agent.
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